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5_llryty shows 
Union supports contract proposal
By Kathy McLaughlin
Staff Writer
A telephone sur‘ey of 35 members
of the faculty union at UMO showed
83 percent would vote yes next week to
ratify the tentative contract agreement
between the Associated Faculties of the
University . of Maine and the
administration.
The survey, conducted by the Maine
Campus Thursday, also showed 57
percent of the respondents had little
confidence in Chancellor Patrick
McCarthy's pledge last Friday to lobb%
the legislature for supplemental
appropriations for teacher's salaries.
Twenty-two faculty members said
they were satisfied the two nine percent
raises, during the period of the 2-year
contract, were the best package they
could obtain now. The raise is
retroactive to July I, 1981. Eleven
members said they were dissatisfied.
Two were undecided.
The same number (22) also expressed
satisfaction with the non-monetary
agreements worked out by the
The University of Maine at Orono
student newspaper
since 18
negotiations. Five said they
dissatisfied and eight said they
uncertain.
On the question of the two nine
percent raises, 29 AFUM members said
were
were
SuoLey Results
Question No Undecided
I. Him will 'nu sole on the latest Al• "411
administration proposal?
29 2 4
2. Are )ou satisfied ith the financial
settlement 19 percent) as the hest can
gel?
22 11 2
3. Are )t.i satisfied *ith the ssa) the non-
monetao issues base been settled? 22 5 8
4. no )iiti hate contidence in the
chancellor's pledge to lohl” the
legislature fur supplemental
appropriations?
9 19
they would vote yes. Two said they
would vote no and four were
undecided.
"My satisfaction turns on how
effective the chancellor and the board
of trustees are in getting the bill passed
that has been put to legislature in
getting a supplemental budget," said
William Bain, professor of
microbiology.
"It's up to the faculty now to
convince people and the legislature that
it is worth having a university that can
compete nationally," Bain said.
Professor Edward Wade of the
psychology department said he does
not support McCarthy. "I go by his
track record and I haven't seen any
evidence that he has been pushing for
the faculty," he said.
"I'm really relieved that they've
(administration-AFUM) reached a
(see pull, page 2)
Audit says BCC student officers misused funds
b.% Janet Hunter
Staff Writer
A public accountant conducting the
Bangor Community College Student
Government audit found a "complete
breakdown in the accounting system"
and also found that student
government funds were used to make
"personal loans."
The amount of money mismanaged
has not been determined.
The BCC Student Government was
handling about $25,000 per year when
the following auditor's report from
Stuart R. Dexter, Public Accountant,
came in:
• "In accordance with your request I
have made an examination of the
financial records of the Student
Government, Bangor Community
College, University of Maine, Bangor,
Maine.
• 1 ant unable to iive any type of
opinion regarding the maintenance of
the financialrecords because, there are
no records to support payments made.
There was a complete breakdown in
the accounting system during the
school year 1976-1977.
• It was noted on two occasions that
student government funds were used to
make personal loans. It is the opinion
of this auditor that these funds
received from students through the
student activity fee were not intended
to be used by officers of the student
government as a source for personal
loans.
• It was also noted that the baLk
statements were not reconciled
monthly with the checkbook.
• I would recommend that the
Student Government institute and
maintain an accounting system that
Ns ill gi% e them a better control over the
funds that are allotted to them. They
should also establish the same type of
accountability for those organizations
which receive funds from the Student
Government."
Oeorges Berube, assistant director of
budget and fiscal services, said, "If we
don't get any complaints about
students mismanaging money, then we
don't investigate. We don't want to
get involved and will not get involved
unless we see some trouble.
"We have greater faith in student
government's ability to watch
themselves than in a review" (auditor's
report).
Berube said that the BCC student
government had substantially more
difficulty in controlling themselves
than UMO's student government. He
said this was due to increased mobility
of the short-term students there.
Berube said, "I got involved with
BCC when they were not being
responsible with the money. The
'money thing' down there was getting
out of control. Nobody knew what
was going on."
He also said, "We believe students
can handle their own affairs."
The auditor's report was dated Nos.
30, 1977. A letter dated Sept. 12, 1980
reads, "...the BCC Student
Government has not submitted an
audit report as required for the past
two years..." The letter, addressed to
Dave Peters (former BCC Student
Government president), thanked him
for his cooperation in "cleaning up"
the accounting problems. The author
of the letter is Alden Stuart, director of
budget and fiscal services.
X-rated film stirs controversy
By Claudia Tucci
Staff Writer
A group calling themselves
HOPE (Humanity Opposed to
Pornography, not Erotica) will
make a protest guerilla theater
presentation Saturday night at
the showing in English/Math
building of the X-rated movie
"Debbie Does Dallas."
HOPE member and student
Anne Phibbs said the group will
not "stand in the way of people
going in to see the film. All we
want to do is make people aware
that this is not a good thing to
see."
HOPE member and student
Karen Roothaan said the group
will present a male-female role
reversal skit, centered around
men's sexual sizing-up of women,
to "try to get people to know
what it would be like to be on the
other side of the fence" in that
situation.
HOPE member and student
Isaac Sobel said guerilla theater is
"improvised, informal, often
political."
Sobel said, "Our Society puts a
lot of roles on wome, my of
which are negative, degrading
and violent. This sort of
pornography ("Debbie Does
Dallas") reinforces that."
President of Student
Entertainment and Activities
Rust Frost said th t '
pEBB/
DOES
DALLAS
The movie Debbie Does Dallas, to he
shovvn Saturday is to be protested by
HOPE members.
incomprehensible" that someone
protesting the movie would not
have brought the matter to SEA's
attention before going to the
Maine Campus."I've heard
about this only by rumor," she
said.
Frost said she was concerned
that controversy over the film
"will overshadow that we do
sponsor more than popular
entertainment like 'Debbie Does
Dallas." As an example, SEA
recently gave a $2,500
contribution to the School of
Performing Arts, she said.
SEA movie chairperson
Leanne Timbertake said the film
was selected last semester by a
committee of "about 10"
women. "They voted for an X-
rated movie, and the most
popular suggestion was 'Debbie
Does Dallas," she said.
"Except for me," the choice
was unanimous, she said. "I
don't approve of X-rated movies
myself but I try not to let my
opinion of a particular movie get
in the way. If anybody wants to
complain or give suggestions,
they're welcome to call here, see
me or leave a note."
See X-rated, page 2
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Sea Grant Program
funding uncertain
by Richard Mulhern
Staff Writer
Seven weeks into the 1981-82 fiscal
year, the amount of funding for
UMO's Sea Grant Program remains
undetermined.
Ronald Dearborn, associate director
of Sea Grant, said Congress has yet to
decide how much will be cut from the
S40 million national program.
"Both the House and Senate have
passed their separate appropiations
bills for the Department of
Commerce," Dearborn said. "Within
the House bill there is a half-funding or
$20 million budget for Sea Grant."
"Within the Senate version, passed
only last week, there is a full $40
million funding. The next step is that
the House and Senate will get together
in conference and agree on a final
figure."
Dearborn said he feels confident
there will be a "reasonable level of
funding" for the program which
President Reagan has recommended be
eliminated.
A function of the Department of
Commerce, Sea Grant was established
by Congress in 1966. with each state
eligible to apply for federal funds. The
program funds primarily three areas of
marine research: projects for research ,
marine extension programs and
educational funding.
Approximately 60 persons are
involved in the UMO program, with
graduate students on stipends and
faculty members doing research.
The UMO Sea Grant Program, a
joint project with the University of
New Hampshire, received $862,000 in
federal funds for 1981, Dearborn said.
Despite the uncertainty, Dearborn
said, planning or next year has
continued."We're playing the
guessing game al ng with everyone
else," he said. "We've put together a
proposal which would give us
¶848,000--we figure we're not going to
get 100 percent funding. That would
allow us to fund 29 graduate students
between Maine and New Hampshire,
about the same as this year."
Dearborn thinks Sea Grant is a wise
investment for the government's
money.
"One of the things that makes it fun
having my job," he said, "is I really
see a lot of good things coming out of
it. "
X-rated film draws fire
(continued from page 1)
Sobel said, "I think the function of
SEA is to present art forms to the
community here. Erotica is an art
form; pornography is not. The photo.
display in the union is erotic art, as I
see it."
Phibbs said, "The difference
between this kind of movie and
erotica is the power relationshir
inherent in the films." She said, ia
erotica, personal relationships are
"more equal ; no one is better or
worse." Most pornography portrays
women as brainless and promotes
"negative and untrue images of
people, particularly women," she said.
Phibbs said, "We don't say that
SEA has no right to bring this film up
but we do believe that there's no need
for it on this campus."
Movie committee member and
student Sherry Payne said her vote for
the film last spring was representative
of the views of "maybe 15 people" in
her dormitory. "They were girls, too,"
she said.
Poll shows union support
(continued from page 1)
settlement," said Baseball Coach John
Winkin, lecturer in physical
educucat ion, "You'd expect, though
they would have reached a better
financial settlement, considering the
amount of time it has taken."
Henrik Bre ;insky, associate
professor of mathematics, said
although he was happy that the
administration and faculty have come
to an agreement, he didn't like the way
AFUM members conducted themselves
during negottaitons.
"They (AFUM) went overboard at
times, and the whole thing became very
emotional," Bresinsky said.
AFUM members will vote on
whether to ratify the settlement
beginning next Monday. After
Monday, voting will continue by mail
until Nov. 30.
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Gubernatorial ('..andidate
)1--Ipber voices support for UMaine•1 oliu 
Staff Writer
State representative Sherry Huber, R-Falmouth.
who recently announced her candidacy for governor,
said in an interview Thursday she would support
salary increase; for faculty and other employees to
keep the University of Maine competitive with other
in
Huber said the way the Brennan administration
has handled negotiations with all state employees has
been "unfortunate" and said she would not support
cuts in the university's budget.
"I think it's a super institution. I'm very pleased
with the quality. of teaching and the education of our
kids get there. I've always supported the university
requests and really appreciate the effort they make to
come down to the legislature and fill us in on what's
going on," she said.
"With a lot of competing interests for state
money, we don't always end up giving the university
what it asks for, as a matter of fact, I think we
probably never do, but certainly, I've always felt that
you haVe to have a high quality of education in the
state," she said.
"I think it's very unfortunate the current
administration hasn't been able to ease the way
throughout the system for state employees," Huber
said.
The candidate said she could not support cuts in
the university budget. "I don't see how under
current conditions. Certainly costs are not going
down. The costs of everything are going up. As tar
as I know, the university is being well run and I'm
impressed with things like their energy conservation
program," she said.
Among other issues, Huber said she would
Sherry Huber
advocate an energy policy for the state with a strong
emphasis on conservation and Maine's renewable
resources. She said they were the most specific ways
to reduce dependence on foreign oil and provide jobs
for Maine.
Student at home in TV studio
by Andy Paul
Staff Writer
For most people, what goes on
behind the scenes of the television news
progisarn is sheer mystery, though they
may habitually tune in each day to be
greeted by the soothing voice and the
confident smile of their favorite news
Dim Schwarz
personality. But tor Dan Schwarz, a
sophomore broadcasting major from
Medfield, Mass., making sure
everything on screen went smoothly
was a matter of daily responsibility last
summer.
1
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Schwarz worked three months at
KVVU. Channel S. in Las Vegas. Nev.,
as a film runner, floor director.
cameraman, and even did a short stint
as news personality and a talk-show
host.
"My uncle, who is local sales
manager for the station, called me last
February and said there was a chance
that I could have a job out there for the
summer," Schwarz said. "I thought I
would be sweeping floors, but I never
picked up a broom."
KVVU is owned by the Carson
Broadcasting Corp. and has for the
past three years been rated the number
one independent station by the Ar-
bitron Ratings. He said the studios,
located in Henderson, Nev. (next door
to Las Vegas), employ about 25 full-
time workers.
"1 started out as floor director for
the local programs," he said.
"Basically, the floor director is the
main line of communication between
the director, the cameraman, and the
talent on the set."
Schwarz said most of the programs
were not live, but were taped during
the week for airing later on. He said
the average half-hour program would
require about 50 minutes to tape.
"After a while, the job seemed too
simple. I wanted to advance," Sch-
warz said, adding that about this time,
one of the camera crew left the station.
"Instead of hiring someone new to
ECU
University Employee
Credit Union
7%
The prime rate is falling
but ours is on the rise.
Effective December 1, 1981, the rate on
share accounts will be increased to 7%.
9 Coburn Hall Universit of Maine
581- 7897
Huber said she endorses development LA solar,
hydro-electric, wind and tidal power systems. She
said she feels "uneasy" about the use of nuclear
power. •
Huber said she is concerned with "the safety of the
(nuclear) plant itself and the disposal of waste. She
said she introduced a bill which brought a
moratorium on nuclear plant construction to the
state.
The biggest issue facing the next governor,
according to Huber, will be how to handle state and
federal relations.
"At the federal level we're seeing a reduction in
expenditures. That is coming out of what money was
formerly returned to the states," she said.
"Although we are being given some block grant
capability and some flexibility in how we administer
these grants, the fact is the money is reduced."
Huber said that is "the biggest challenge the
legislature and the next governor will be called upon
to cope with." She said it will be a difficult problem
and is opposed to passing the problem on to
municipalities.
"States are being given a greater role to play and I
hope they can play it with responsibility and
compassion," Huber said. "It's going to be a tough
job for anybody and that's another reason I'd like to
be governor. I think it would be an interesting job
and I think I can do it."
replace him, they moved me up," he
said. "I ran camera on all local
programs, including a celebrity enter-
tainment show and a medical
program."
He said the highlight of his summer
job was filling in for the anchorman on
the station's live newscast.
"Mike Davis, the host of the
program, went to the Playboy Jazz
Festival one weekend and came back
with a black eye. Needless to say, he
wasn't prepared to go on," Schwarz
said, adding he was preparing the set
only moments before the newscast
when Davis, suggested he do the
program.
"I had jeans and an old shirt on,"
Schwarz said. "I had about five
minutes before being on live Las Vegas
T.V. I ended up doing the news with
an old rugby shirt on.
The
University
Singers
In Concert
Sunday
November 22, 1981
Friday, November 20
9 a.m.-4 p.m. EFFECTIVE
INTERPERSONAL
COMMUNICATION IN THE
ORGANIZATION. Hilltop.
4:30 p.ni. SABBATH EVE
SERVICES. Sponsored by
Hillel. Drummond Chapel.
7 and 9:30 p.m. S.E.A. MOVIE
"Brian's Song." 101 EM.
Admission.
7:30 p.m. VARSITY HOCKEY.
UMO vs. Acadia. Alfond Arena.
Sunday, November 22
11 a.m. Sunday Morning
Worship at the MCA Building,
College Ave. Coffee hour at
10:15.
8:15 pm
Hauck Auditorium
$1.00 donation at door
Dennis K. Cox, conductor dl
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Opinion
About face
Ronald Reagan is finally getting the hang ot
international politics, and it is better late than never.
Since his Jan. 20 inauguration, Reagan has done
little in the way of maintaining positive relations with
our NATO allies, and has instead stirred up protests
throughout Western European nations with off-the-
cuff remarks indicating the possibility of a limited
nuclear exchange over those countries.
At the same time, this same rhetoric has created a
Cold War atmosphere between the United States and
the Soviet Union unrivaled since the Cuban missile
crisis.
But at Wednesday's speech to the National Press
Club, Reagan turned about face and offered the
Soviets a nuclear deal; the U.S. will cancel the
deployment of 572 intermediate-range, land-based
nuclear missiles in Western Europe if the Soviets will
dismantle a comparable number of missiles already
intended for the same area.
The Soviets responded by calling the offer a
"propagandistic" ploy, and to some extent this is
true. It seems though, that both sides are playing thi5
same game.
Recently, Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev
granted an interview with a West German magazine
and attempted to play the "dove" in his attitude
toward nuclear proliferation. All of this was a
prelude to Brezhnev 's upcoming trip to West
Germany.
But, instead of letting Brezhnev come off as the
nuclear dove to those Western European nations who
have become increasingly upset with American
nuclear language, Reagan used this speech in an
attempt to gain NATO friendship.
Hopefully, the President's tactic will succeed,
because this nation has not been very adept at
making friends lately. The idea itself will probably
not result in any more than perhaps speeding up the
start of arms limitations talks. but if this is the only
result, then it must be considered a successful tactic.
More importantly, world politics is a game that
must be played, and played thoughtfully. Seeing at
least some semblance of thinking in the White House
is a sign of hope in a year of despair.
E.C.
-On the ropes
PAUL FILLMORE
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Hungry
computer
High technology has finally
arrived at the Orono campus.
It didn't arrive in the form of a
hover craft subway, a
computerized coffee pot or even
as a new ID card.
It came in the form of an 8" x
10" piece of paper, and it is
hitting home with virtually every
student on the campus. The new
registration forms, which just
about everybody is familiar with
by now (if you're not you should
well be) are perhaps the most
complicated, confusing and
illogical form of preregistration
ever designed by a university
administration.
While there is little doubt that
these new forms will help in the
listing of all students in classes,
they will probably, in the long
run, be more trouble than they
are worth. Think of the countless
numbers of students who will
bend, fold and mutilate these
pieces of software madness, thus
making it impossible for the
computer to digest them.
What ever happened to the
days of the simple old form,
where all you had to do was
figure out the courses you wanted
(always a chore in and of itself)
then simply write them down on
the small card. Now, not only do
you have to worry about getting
all the required classes at the right
time, but you have to worry if
you put the little pencil spot in
the right place as well.
Anyone who makes a small
screw-up will feel the wrath of the
computer, and will probably not
be registered for any classes at
all.
If you thought add-drop was
bad this year, wait until the
beginning of the January
semester when half the
population of the campus will be
out trying to get any classes at all.
The total number of students
enrolled here will probably
plummet strictly because of this
new system, the brain child of
some computer science major
who was probably looking for an
easy extra-credit project.
I am willing to bet my Hy 174
class that many people will end
up with only about half the
classes they want next semester.
If the registrar thought he had
problems with the old system,
he'll have to wait until the figures
are in on this one. At that time he
may wish he had stuck to the old
famiNar system, instead of
launching UMO into the 21st
century, a little before its fink..
There is an old cliche that fits
this whole situation well; a saying
the registrar may wish he had
remembered before he started
this whole fiasco.
"Better the devil you know,
than the one you don't."
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Appalled by Westerman staff decision
To the editor:
The policy-makers of the
UMO Athletic Department
never cease to amaze me.
Athletic Director harold
Westerman and his staff have
plummeted to new depths in
deciding not to send the
women's cross-country team
to the National Cross-Country
Championships in Idaho on
Nov. 21.
I am appalled by this
decision which is shamefully
narrow-minded and smacks of
sexism.
Homosexual defense, statistics faulty
To the editor:
HoN% typical for Mr. Sabot
and Ms. Lourie to attempt to
rebut my critique of
homosexuals with malicious
insinuation that this writer is
himself a disenchanted
homosexual. This is a pretty
representational example of
homosexual defense:defend
yourself by projecting latent
homosexual Tendencies on
your opponent. It originated
with Freud - although Freud
did not use it in the
disparaging fashion that many
homosexuals cultivate.
Homosexuals like Mr. Sabol
and Ms. Lourie like to cite
statistics. They contend that
IQ percent of the American
population is consciously or
unconsciously homosexual. I
believe that homosexuals find
it unconscionciable that 10
percent or more of the
American people don't go
running around with earrings
and Lambda tee-shirts. I
believe they are outraged that
the statistics don't bear out
their social wet dreams. So, if
there aren't that many
homosexuals around, they are
compelled to create
homosexuals where none
existed before. What better
way to carry out this
subterfuge than by suggesting
(too mild a word) that
heterosexuals who don't
condone legalized depravity
are covert pansies. I'm afraid
that - in this case at least- you
are wrong. But homosexuals
are clever. They will enlist all
kinds of historical and
contemporary personages to
prove the legitimacy of their
handicap. They don't bother
to research. Any name will
do, so long as people with
negative characteristics are
avoided. Witness Justin
Stover's gay hagiography (in
his Nov. 13 letter): Plato,
Socrates, Aristotle, Alexander
the great, da Vinci,
Michelangelo, Jefferson and
Einstein. First of all, I do not
know if Mr. Stover is himself
gay, and it does not matter in
any case. He does not assert
as much, ergo I will not
assume as much. But, aside
from Michelangelo and
Alexander, where does one
find the evidence for Plato,
Socrates and Aristotle? Is it
because homosexuality was
viewed differently in ancient
Greece? That is not
convincing evidence. The
special relationship between a
youth and an older man was
educational or pedagogic. If it
was also occasionally
homosexual in nature (it was),
one cannot simply go on to
assume that all such
relationships were carnal.
Platonic love is not a synonym
for homosexuality. Cite the
references, Mr. Stover. Ditto
with da Vinci. Jefferson and
Einstein, however, were
definitely not homosexual,
and I challenge the author of
that letter to demonstrate tot
the readers of, this newspaper
that they were. There exists a
plthora of distinguished
people who were
homosexuals:so many, in fact,
that one should not slander the
reputations of men like
Einstein and Jefferson with
such imputations.
In closing I will add that
statistics do bear me out in
respect to my assertations
about homosexual
relationships. Even books
sympathetic the the gay cause
have had to concede that
homosexuals relationships are
generally unstable, and that
most male homosexual
behavior is brief, promiscuous
and impersonal in nature.
The incidence of VD, parasitic
infections and colonic cancer
is higher among male
homosexuals than for
comparable samples of
heterosexuals. Anatomy and
physiology say the rest.
Al Douglas
As a graduate of UMO I feel
shamed by those who made
this abysmal decision. And I
feel a small part of the chilling
sadness and sense of loss the
women's cross-country team
must learn to live with.
These young women have
trained diligently for years to
bring themselves to the point
where they could run for a
UMO team that qualified for
the nationals. None of these
women receive any form of
athletic scholarship money for
their efforts. They run for the
love of the sport and to
represent their school, their
state. It strikes me as cruelly
unfair that they are now
denied the opportunity to
Learns from
To the editor:
I would like to thank
everyone who responded to
my letter of last week, whether
through the Campus or to me
personally. In the last few
days I have been called
everything from a fool to a
Nazi and have been accosted
by mobs, and made seemingly
thousands of enemies. The
difference is that it really
hasn't bothered me much. If I
insulted those gay
 I'm glad.
That was my intention. This
little episode has taught me
two things: 1) Your paper has
a very wide circulation and 2)
Wrong focus, direction
To the editor:
The recent abundance of
discussion in Washington on
the possibility of fighting a
"limited nuclear war" and on
the importance of escalating
our defense capabilities, calls
to mind a nagging question.
That is, why is it that if ever
there is a technological advan-
cement man can come to in
order to make life easier or
more interesting or even to put
men on the moon, it is always
thought to be possible and
time to be the only factor. In
this sense man is highly
developed. However, when it
is asked why man has not
grown much sociologically or
humanisticallv in order to im-
prove life by learning to live in
peace, the answer inevitably
will be that man has always
fought and hated and always
will. If man can grow
technologically, he can
humanistically too. Could we
dare to believe our focus has
been wrong and our growth in
the wrong direction?
If men long ago huddled
before fires could dream of a
richer life and find one,
perhaps men today, huddled
behind their nuclear weapons,
could dare to dream of an even
better life where peace aboun-
ds, and, by switching focuses,
find one.
Lisa Stathoplos Hubbard
compete in the National
Championships of their sport.
It seems they are being
punished for doing what every
team,everywhere, wishes it
could do - be successful. The
goal this team has worked so
many long, lonely hours to
attain has been snatched away.
These women have not been
denied by lack of talent, drive
or hard work. They've been
denied by uncaring, unfeeling
bureaucracy.
They ran their hearts out.
They gave all they had. I
doubt Mr. Westerman can say
as much.
Mark E. Violette
24 Parks iew Ave.
Bangor
response
this schools definition of
narrow-mindedness is "he
doeset have a liberal's view
on this matter, therefore he is
narrow-minded." I wasn't
going to bother to write to you
again, but when my mailbox
started filling up with letters
from people expressing
concern over my mental well-
being, I figured that I would.
Again, thank you for your
responses. You didn't change
my views.
John Sandblom
108 Aroostook
Judge actions
To the Editor:
This past week the issue of
homosexuality and "Gay Blue
Jeans Day" has hen a hot
one, and a lot of people have
written in about two letters
printed in a recent Maine
Campus edition.
What are my views on the
subjects, you might ask?
Well, let's just. say I don't like
homosexuality, but I don't
hate homosexuals. I think it is
more important to judge a
person by his actions and his
reactions than by a label
placed on him by society.
What a person does with
another consenting adult
behind bedroom doors is
hex/her own business.
Gary Libby
125 Aroostook Hall
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Concert committee is working to aura(
Southside Johnny and the Asbury:
Jukes are only a fond memory for
about 1.000 students who attended the
Not. 5 concert in the Memorial
Gymnasium. What many of those
students don't know about is the
amount of time and %k o r k that went
into the concert before it got on stage.
Al Green and Doug Joseph, the
co-chairmen of the concert committee.
have been working all year to bring
well-know n bands to UMO.
The first step is to start looking for a
band. Joseph said there are basically
two ways: either deal directl through
the band maniwer or deal through an
agent. who is the middleman between
the band manager and the college.
Green said, the concert committee
usually goes through agents instead of
waiting. "We can go to any agent and
they can get in touch with bands. We
go through who we trust and Vvho has
a good reputation."
"When we call an agent, we ask for
the bands at ailabilitt." Joseph said.
"The agent gives us about 10 names,
the dates the bands will be touring,
the asking prices and how great the
band is."
A middleman is paid a 10 percent
commission for using his leverage and
contacts to get the larger bands,
Joseph said. "Next semester we want
to cut out the middle-men agent and
go directly through the band. That
could save us $1,000."
•'We get called by a lot of
middle-men agents." Joseph said.
"Basically, on the lower level, where
there are local bands or bands that
aren't that popular. we get more
agents calling us. They usually say
'They're hot. The 're the best thing
happening.'
"UMO. because of its reputation for
not having big name bands, has not
given agents an incentive to call,"
Joseph said. "Larger direct agencies
[he clean-up proceeds after the hash.
Ski Squaw and Save
1981 - 1982
COLLEGE STUDENT SPECIAL
SEASON SKI PASS ONLY t99
- Or -
SQUAW MTN. STUDENT SKI ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP - t25
(entitles member to 1/2 price lift ticket)
Both entitle holders to 1/2 price lessons and discount lodging
( space available ) - - including a '6 sleeping bag special !!
For your SQUAW MOUNTAIN SPECIAL
CONTACT.'
Z
untain
Lynn Fitz-Potrick
107 Corbett Hell
581 - 7219
Squaw Mountain at Moosehead
Greenville, Moine 04441
Telephone: ( 207)695 - 2272
haven't been calling. Nov. that we
have had larger acts, we hope to have
more phone calls."
Green said. "An agent may call and
tell us a band may be in Boston or
somewhere in New England. We talk
to the agent and ask when the band
can come up. We then try to narrow it
to three or four days.
An agent for Southside Johnny
called Doug Joseph and said they were
touring and playing at UNH. Green
said.
"We check with the gymnasium or
Hauck to see when they will be
at ailable and then we submit a bid to
the agent.
Joseph said that the concert com-
mittee had wanted to have the concert
on Saturday. Nov. 7 but due to
Southside's touring schedule, it was
moved to Thursday.
He said that when a band is being
considered, the committee asks stu-
dents if they would like to attend that
band's concert. The sixty members of
the concert committee and SEA also
ask people who know about music to
see-if there would be an interest in the
band.
If a band is obviously in demand.
Green said, the committee will decide
among themselves whether or not to
get the band.
Cost is a big factor when deciding
on a band, he said. "Agents call us all
the time with touring times. We find
out through the agent or a trade
magazine what the price would be."
Green said that $15.000 is usually
enough to bring a half-way decent
band to campus.
"The bid and the date we want the
band are sent by mailgram... Green
said. A band will usually wait a while
for a better bid, he said.
After the committee has decided on
a band and the band has made
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o attract top-notch entertainment
arrangements to play, Green and
Joseph must get a contract and go
through everything carefully.
Green said the Southside Johnny
and the Asbury Jukes contract was 25
pages long and it took Joseph and
himself about five or six hours to go
through the entire contract.
The basic contract contains such
things as the cost, requirements, haw
the band will be paid and when, the
length of time the band will play and
the time to set up equipment.
"Usually, their (Southside Johnny)
concerts are in big halls," Green said.
"Obviously we don't have to do as
many things as big halls do. We had to
cross out a lot of things that didn't
pertain to us."
An attached sheet includes the
requirements for refreshments, dres-
sing rooms and the crew that will be
if any trouble arises that they cannot
take care of themselves, the police will
step in, Green said.
The stage subcommitte helps the
band's road crew build the stage,
unload equipment and set up. For
Southside Johnny's concert, the stage
had to be raised three and a half feet
Of the floor, instead of the usual 16
inches, which Green said would
probably take about three hours.
The catering committee has to see
that the refreshment requirements on
the contract are fulfilled exactly. Fruit
juices, coffee, cereals, doughnuts and
other foods were available for the road
crew at 10 a.m. The contract stipulat-
ed the refreshments that had to be
available in the dressing rooms and for
the band's meals.
Green said. "The larger the band,
the more particular they are."
Text by
Robin Stoutamyer
photos by
David Lloyd-Rees
allowed backstage. Green said.
The concert committee is composed
of five subcommittees: security, pub-
licity. stage, tickets and catering
committees.
The security arrangements are
included on three to four pages of the
contract. It outlines who will be
allowed backstage and into the
dressing rooms. The concert commit-
tee has to hire as many policemen as
needed, which is usually five or six,
that are stationed in the hallways.
The security subcommittee handles
the security problems on the floor, but
He said that the concert committee
also had to rent a generator for extra
power. "It doesn't necessarily mean
the concert will be any louder than
past concerts. It's for the extra
lighting."
The committee still has a long day
ahead of it after the concert is over,
he said.
"For about two and a half hours
after the concert, we help the band
with equipment and the stage and clean
the floor," Green said.
The concert committee took a
substantial loss on the Southside
sound and lighting equipment is set up, preparing for one of this )ear's
concerts.
MEN'S ROOM
VA
Professional Hair Styling
Formerly of Sunbury Mall has moved to
a New Location 244 Hammond St.
947- 4870
Bring this coupon in and get a $1.00 off for
across from the Nite Owl.
Call or walk•in
Don Hoxie Debbie Byers
947-3924
all services now thru December.
Johnny concert. Only 1,050 out of
2,800 tickets were sold. Green said.
Before the concert, Green said they
would probably lose money because
of the high overhead. Ticket sales
were also on the slow side before the
concert, which suprised Green.
"I thought they would do a lot
better," he said. "I guess a lot of
people aren't familiar with the band.
Joseph said that he thinks money
and conservatism are the reasons that
better bands never visited UMO in the
past.
Green said. "The concert commit-
tees in the past weren't willling to take
a risk or spend the time. Doug has
been working every day for about
eight hours each. He has always said
he has wanted good shows. He's
worked hard this year."
In the past. Joseph and Green have
brought Oak, the Blend, Bill Chinnock
and Orleans to UMO for successful
concerts.
A lone worker observes the impending tasks from backstage.
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Now accepting orders for Fresh Turkeys. Restaurant and butchershop
will close at 8:00pm Thanksgiving Eve.
Closed all day Thanksgiving.
applications until Dec. 4th.
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This weekend $1.00 off
any 17 inch or 19 inch pizza.
Napoli Pizza Orono
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World News
Stockman should keep job as
budget director says AP Poll
NEW YORIS (Al') - A majority of
Americans want Da% id Stockman to
keep his job as President Reagan's
budget director. according to the latest
Associated Press-NBC News poll.
The poll also said Si ockmau
recent Is reported comments cast mr
doubt on Reagan's economic Program
have not chanved most people's minds
about it, chances ol success.
For the poll, 1.602 adults were
viephone Monday andIntel view ed Iv
Tuesday m a namonvvide scientific
random sampling.
Forty -live percent said Stockman's
comments made no difterence 111 the
way they !eel about Reagan's econonne
program, while 22 percent said the
comments made them less optimism:
about its sUcess. No percent said
the were not sure, and 31 percent said
1110 has t: not heard 01 read abotit
Stockman's comments.
Reagan rejected Stockman's ot let to
resign last week al tei Atlantie Mom liI
published an article based on a setiesol
inters loss with Stockman ()vet 10
ilitilil its.
The WI 4't gUeN% It out Stock man's
remark, that the president's economh:
package Is as it Tro,a II horse''
designed tc low ci tax rate, lot the
richest Altleflii111% and that budget
planners could not I Cal k predm the
effects ol the proposed tax and budget
C uts.
Amid criticism that he could no
longer act as a credible spokesman lot
Reaganomics. Stockman emerged
It what he called Reagan',
"woodshed" ki a news conleience
where he chided himself tor his
comments, said he regretted them and
vowed to continue working for
Reagan's economic program.
Despite his apologies and Reagan's
decision to retain Stockman. many.
Republican congressional leaders have
continued to urge that he be replaced.
Among poll respondents Who had
heard or read of Stockman's
comments, 58 percent said he should
remain as budget director, 29 percent
said he should he replaced and 13
percent were not sure.
The sentiment for Stockman staying
on the job cut across party and
ideological lines, and even a majority
ol those who said his comments made
them less optimistic about Reagan's
economic program said he should stay
on the job.
As with all sample surveys, the
results of AP-NBC News polls can vary
of all Americans
variation, in the
from the opinions
because of chance
sample.
For a poll based on about I .6(X)
inters iews, the results are subject to an
error margin of 3 percentage points
either w ay because of chance
variations. Thai is, if one could have
talked this past week to all Americans
with telephones, there is only I chance
in 20 that the findings wduld vary by
more than 3 percentage points.
Of course. the results could differe
from other polls for a number of
reasons. Differences in the exact
wording of question., differences in
when the interviews were conducted
and different methods of interviewing
could also cause variations.
IOW MNIMI.0.1=104 MNIIIP.04.11.4NE ( )411.04 P.1W11411.11,41.4=110,01.11.4•4=04
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IDB is taking applications for 2 work study
postions. One is a Student, Typist Secretary and !
i the other is a Refrigerator Chairperson. Pick-up I
! applications in IDB Office. We are taking
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of:
154 Park St.
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China perused in fuel-links
WASHINGTON (A13)- A State
Department official told senators
today he does not agree with a news
report that China indirectly supplied
enriched uranium to South Africa.
The Washin,svon Pm' said in today's
editions that U.S. officials, who were
not identified, said the uranium was
supplied through a Swiss firm that
served as a middleman to mask the
uranium's origin.
But James L. Malone, assistant
secretary ()I state for scientific affairs,
said he does not agree with the report,
although he indicated his department is
not sure of the source.
Malone is the administration's
highest policy official on nucleal non-
proliferation matters.
We have no in the fuel
being fabricated in France for South
Africa came from the Peoples Republic
of China," Malone told the Senate
nuclear non-proliferation
subcommittee at a hearing. "We think
it likely came from another member of
the nuclear community."
The uranium is expected to make it
possible for South i Africa to start
operating two 1,000-megawati power
plants without having to rely on
supplies from the United States, the
newspaper said.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
44044404.41.0 0 •
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Thriftway
Park St., Orono
Does Discount
mean discount?
We don't think so!!!!
•
Thanks for supporting the
"Does discount mean discount?"
campaign! Because of your
support - we can bring you
more low prices.
This Weekend Features
F - Sat - Sun
Busch Bar Rot Is 24- 12 oz bottles
per case- t7.79
Budweiser 12 oz cans 12 pack t4.99
Pabst Blue Ribbon % Barrel- t26.95
stoiE
SAVE WITH Thriftway!
Lowest prices in town.
all beer add tax and deposit
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Disputes over black representation continue
NEW YORK (AP)- The AFL-CIO's
non-stop condemnation of the Reagan
administration was interrupted by a
dispute over black representation on
the federation's top policy making
council.
After Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
delivered a tirade against President
Reagan's policies Wednesay and won
a standing ovation when he hinted that
he would run for the office in 1984,
black convention delegates moved to
center stage with a suprise script.
Frederick O'Neal. president of the
Associated Actors and Artists of
America. accused federation leaders
of ignoring candidates black union
officers had suggested to fill five
vacancies on the 35-member executive
committee.
O'Neal was the only black on the
panel, which is dominated by white
males despite a rapid surge in the
percentage of black and female union
members.
Candidates for the five vacancies on
TV seeks viewers in November:
pays off in advertising revenues
NEW YORK (AP) - In New York
City, the nation's biggest market, the
rule of thumb is that a ratings point,
measuring the percentage of all TV
homes in an area watching, is
equivalent to about SI million in
advertising revenue. More viewers in
November pay off for the next levy
months.
"I don't believe we should be judged
on just thi months of the year,"
said Jonathan Rodgers, news director
of KNXT in Los Angeles. "However,
we're caught up in this game so I do it
to bring new viewers to KNXT. I do
the kind of pieces I can promote."
Super Rat bolstered the ratings for
WLS in Chicago, although public
sanitation officials scoffed at the
danger. So when Bill Fyffe, general
manager of WLS, switched to WABC
in New York, he brought Super Rat
along.
Full-page newspaper ads ran Nov. 2:
"This is one rat race nobody's been
able to beat" above a shot of a furry
New York skyline.
Thus began a five-part series
designed to win friends and influence
viewers. The station says the new
breed of rat, immune to conventional
poisons, is not a problem yet; it's a
potential problem. WABC had trouble
locati.ig Super Rat and used some of
WLS' more sensational footage.
Features can be informative without
being exploitative, although the lines
get blurred. Local stations offered a
wide range of sedate specials this
month: home protection equipment,
religious cults in Los Angeles, day care
Snowmobiles
legalized in
Baxter Park
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) -
Snowmobilers ill be allowed to use
most of the road surrounding Baxter
State Park near Milhnocket, the park
aulhority decided in a 2-1 vote late this
morning, climaxing a decade of
controversy on the issue.
Attorney General James 'Tierney and
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
Commissioner Glenn Manuel voted to
hit the snowmobile ban at the 200,000-
acre wilderness park. The other
member of the authority, Maine Forest
Service Director Kenneth Stratton,
vmed to retain the ban.
About 15 environmentalists,
snowmobile enthusiasts and others
with an interest in the issue attended
today's meeting at a state building near
Augusta.
Two proposed rules were under
consideration. One would have
continued the ban on snowmobiles; the
other called for the vehicles to he
allowed on the park pet meter road
centers, the clout of the tobacco
industry.
Although the sex and violence stories
peak during sweep months, there seems
to be a little less of this kind of
reporting than in the late 1970's, when
"Happy Talk" news was more in
vogue.
Recently, the public has
demonstrated a greater desire for
straight news, as seen by the high
viewership of the netWorks' nightly
newscasts and the success of ABC's
"Nightline" and PBS' "MacNeil-
Lehrer Report."
In addition, daily stories on the
economy and the success of CBS' "60
Minutes" have spurred more
consumer-oriented and investigative
reports throughout the year, but
particularly in the sweeps months.
This month, WLS has done
investigative pieces on traffic court and
series on home burglaries, pensions
and the dangers of X-rays. "It wasn't
too many years ago the station was
doing 'killer ants' invading Chicago
and 'Jaws' in Lake Michigan," said
Tom Kuelbs, news director at WLS.
"People need an ombudsman,"
Kuelbs added. "Our special reports
are proving that. Everybody gets an X-
ray. Everybody gets a traffic ticket."
Last week, WABC followed "Close
Encounters" with a special report on
UFOs. UFOs and Super Rats are
sighted more frequently in November,
February and May. Not because
they're hiding the rest of the year; it's
just that TV stations are more
interested in finding them during the
sweeps.
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the council were suggested to a
three-member leadership screening
committee named by AFL-CIO Presid-
ent Lane Kirkland, who, as expected
was re-elected to a two-year term
Wednesday.
Among those nominated and elect-
ed to a two-year term by the 950
delegates was Barbara Hutchinson.
34, who became the first black woman
to win a seat on the council. She
becomes both the second black and
the second woman on the council,
joining O'neal and Joyce Miller,
president of the Coalition of Labor
Union Women.
Ms. Hutchinson. president of the
American Federation of Government
Employees, is also the youngest
person ever elected to the council.
White men were elected to fill the
other four vacancies.
Snowe opposes
Soviet navy
is 'powerful'
LONDON (AP)- An unprecendented
buildup over the last 10 years has
made the Soviet navy one of the most
powerful "the world has ever seen,"
according to the author of "Warships
of the Soviet Navy." published Friday
by Jane's. the military reference book
specialists.
Retired Royal Navy Capt. John
Moore. former deputy director of
British naval intelligence and editor of
the authoritative 'Jane's Fighting
Ships" since 1972, says in a foreword
that the Soviet navy today has "the
largest submarine fleet and the largest
minelaying capability in the world."
Moore's figures show the Soviet
navy with 266 submarines in operat-
ion. 11 under construction plus 100 in
reserve, compared with 119 operat-
ional U.S. subs. 32 being built and six
in reserve.
•
nominee
for head of federal agency
BANGOR, Maine (AP) - Maine
Congresswoman Olympia J. Snowe is
urging her fellow House Republicans
to ask President Reagan to withdraw
William M. Bell's nomination as head
of the federal agency that enforces
anti-discrimination laws.
"While we do not doubt Mr. Bell's
interest and sensitivity to the cause of
civil rights, this can not compensate for
his great lack of experience or
administrative credentials," she said in
a letter calling on Reagan to pull the
nomination.
Snowe said Reagan's nomination Of
Bell to head the Equal Opportunity
Commission is inconsistent with the
president's argument that the Equal
Rights Amendment is unnecessary
because federal equal-employment
laws are adequate guards against sex
discrimination.
Bell simply does not have ample
credentials for running the agency that
is supposed to enforce those laws, she
said in a report in the Bangor Daily
News.
Bell, a black businessman from
Detroit, describes himself as a financial
consultant. But his financial statement
indicates he has never been paid more
than $7,000 a year and that the
executive employment agency he ran in
Detroit failed to place a single person
in a job. In that position, Bell
supervised four people. As head of the
EOC, he would have a workforce of
3,300 and a budget of more than $141
million.
The nomination has come under fire
elsewhere in recent days, including a
critical editorial in The Washingion
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It's A Blast from the Past!
Sunday Night Dance to
Golden Oldies.
$1.00 drinks until 10:00
Bounty Tavern
500 Main St., Bangor
0 
MEXICO TO GO!
7ZitLii RAT
„ar entire Lunch & Dinner menu is now available for TAKE-OUT
he 're brought %lexien to Bangor \ow .; (lit cult take lie 11.4
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Dining Rooms lhe Rest of Vessel) is here for MI
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STECIAL COM FINATION . . . 515
Chicken taco. Beef taco. Cheese Enchilada.
Guactrnole Salad. Rice & Beans.
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- OVEN QUESADILLA. . $2.35
TORTILLA FLA
,4 flour tortilla filled with chopped onions. tangs.
cheese. and tender heel fried on both sides to
perfection and covered with sauce and incited
cheese.
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Sports
Joe McLaughlin
Records can be deceiving.
The Maine Black Bear Football
team, who just finished with a
3-6-1 record, is a prime example
of this. With a brand new
offense and coaching staff, as
well as, a limited scholarship
Fullback Matt Bennett had a fine
season for Maine.
program, the Bears earned the
respect of their opponents and
laid a solid foundation for a
bright future.
Things started out slow for
the Bears with a 17-17 tie
against Div. 11 Kutztown state,
but the offense started to click
after a few games with the
addition of freshman Rich La. .
Sonic at quarterback. With
LaBonte calling the •signals/on
Homecoming weekend the Bears
Maine finishes strong
upset powerhouse New Hamp-
shire. 26-16.
The victory was a credit to the
coaching staff and players who
looked upon each game as a new
challenge, never losing enthusi-
asm or expressing a poor
attitude. This paid off for the
Bears as they upset Ivy Leaguer
Princeton and then came back to
almost defeat nationally ranked
Delaware last Saturday before
losing 42-35.
Maine head coach Ron Roger-
son was an assistant at Dela-
ware for 10 seasons and when
he returned to his old alma
mater he returned with the
Wing-T offense, which was
criticized by newspapers and fans
before it was even given a
chance to show what it could do.
Throughout the negativism
and five weeks that found Maine
without a victory. Rogerson and
his players held together. The
Wing-T was charged with ruin-
ing the effectiveness of All-
American running back Lorenzo
Bouier who always ran out of the
1-formation.
However, the critics failed to
mention how well backs Peter
Ouellette and Matt Bennett
were running. They failed to
mention that the misdirection
offense takes time to learn and
that it was an offense that
brought Maine 15 winning
seasons in the 1950s and 1960s.
They failed to mention that a
true test of an athlete was his
ability to adapt and show
versatility.
The critics did not recognize
how the Wing-T was progress-
Spaghetti Feast!!
A hot , homemade meal before the cold hockey game...
$ 1.50 will buy you spaghetti with meat or meatless
sauce, salad, and garlic bread.
Music by Chris Kennedy
Tonight - Nov. 20- 5 -7pm.
TICKETS SOLD AT DOOR
Coming: Sunday, Dec. 6, 10 am - 1 pm.
Brunch
$1.50
Pancakes, eggs, muffins, juice, coffee, tea...
The
.4WRam's L 
-krt
Horn
Across from York Village Aportmonts
(jdYr
Coach Ron Rogerson was patient
with his team.
ing each day. they were im-
patient and wanted immediate
results. Fortunately, for the
team. Rogerson and his coach-
ing staff .'ere the direct oppo-
site. They were patient, they
waited for that Saturday after-
noon when the hours of practice
commentary
and hard work would tinally pay
off. Their patience was reward-
ed by an offense that broke the
season's record for total offense
with 3,129 yards and a young
quarterback who will . lead
Maine to more victories in the
future.
Rogerson is not making any
predictions for the future sea-
son. He still has a limited
scholarship program to deal
with as well several other
intangiables such as the players
academics and possible off-sea-
son injuries.
However, he has silenced the
critics and skeptics. He has
established a high powered
offense. He has shown what
patience and enthusiasm can do
for a football team. A new era
may be dawning for Maine
football football. Improvement
is inevitable, victory on the
horizon.
WE HAVE
YOUR NEXT
PAIR OF SKIS
• 1- 0
X-C Skiing is
For Everyone
ADIDAS SL5 No-wax fish-scale base
Light Touring ski 100.00
ADIDAS Kaprun fleece lined full
grain leather boot 44.95
Rottefella "Start" aluminum binding 8.95
Fiberglass Sport Pole 10.95
T64.11.5.
Limited Quantities 9995*
While supplies last
•All our packages include: 1) FREE Mounting 2)
FREE Base Preparation 3) FREE one day pass to
ski at BEN LOCH Touring Center in Dixmont,
"The Alps of Maine"
ADIDAS—ATOMIC—EPOKE—KARHU—ROTTE FELLA
GOLDSMITH :5
SPORTING GOODS
HOGAN RD. BANGOR
TEL. 947-1168
FR1.-10-9
FREE SW IX X4:
Nk a% Clinic, Fri., Nob. 20
6-9 P.M. !ire color movie.
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Fundamentals needed for Black Bear victory
by John Toole
Staff Writer
The UMO hockey team will
concentrate on improving the power
play and finishing off scoring
opportunities against the Acadia
University Axemen this weekend.
"We have to work on converting on
the power play and, in general,
finishing off our plays," Coach Jack
Semler said."We have to get in the
habit of converging on the opponents
net and put the puck home."
Maine lost a tough, defensive game
to Lowell University 2-1 last Tuesday
night.
"I think we're playing well," Semler
said,"if we can start to finish off our
plays, we can put some in the win
column."
Semler said the backchecking and
defensive zone coverage looked better
against Lowell. He said there was
good defense at both ends of the ice
and excellent goaltending.
"The Lowell game was one of the
best games ewer played here," Semler
said.
Unfortunately for Maine center
Gaetan Bernier will not play tonight.
The team will have to execute the
basics and the fundamentals, he said, if
they are going to win.
Semler said the team won't be trying
anything different against the Axemen.
"We won't be doing anything special.
If we just keep working and hustling
things will fall into place."
Center Gaetan Bernier, who injured
his knee in practice before the Lowell
game, is doubtful for the Acadia series.
Bernier has a ligament strain.
Semler said Bernier has had
Sportsdates
HOCKEY-Nov. 20-21. 7:30 p.m.
home vs. Acadia.
HOME OPENERS-
BASKETBALL-Nov. 23. #:30
p.m., Pit. vs. Athletes in Action
W.BASKETBALL-Dee. 8. 7 p.m
Pet. vs. Bowdoin.
MENS TRACK-Dec. 12. 1 p.m..
vs. UNH.
WOMENS TRACK-Dec. 11. 4
p.m.. vs. UNH.
MENS SWIM-Dec. 1. 7:30 p.m..
vs. Dartmouth
problems with the knee before and will
be watched closely before he is allowed
to return to play.
•
weekend. He said a decision will be
made during practice as to who will
start Fridai's game.
The Maine hocke team will be looking for their first win of the season tonight
%hen the take on the Acadia Axemen.
As a result of the injury to Bernier,
the Black Bears will use two new line
combinations. Dwight Montomery
will be centering for Bruce Hegland
and Ray Jacques. Paul Giacalone will
be moved to right wing on the Richard
Cote-Mike Beaudry line.
Semler said Duffy Loney and Pete
Smith will split the goaltending this
%ma
•
Right wing Rob lameic
kel assists for Maine against
r
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The Acadia University Axemen, out
of Wollville, Nova Scotia, are coming
off a 4-1 victory over St. Mary's
University. The Axemen are 9-4-1
overall.
The four leading scorers from last
year's team have returned. Center
Juan Strickland led the team in scoring
last year with 15 goals, 43 assists for 58
points.
Right wing Brian Wood (23-28-51),
Left wing Greg Rowe (30-19-49) and
center Paul Gallagher (24-21-45) have
all returned for the Axemen.
Gallagher is expected to miss the Black
Bear series due to a shoulder injury.
"We've been playing fairly well,"
Coach Don Wells said. "1 expect the
games will be wide open. We will play
our game."
Wells said the Axemen are a good
skating team and they play well
defensively. He said the team will play
disciplined and agressive hockey.
"This is a change of pace for us,"
Wells said. "It's a good environment
and usually an enthusiastic crowd."
Wells said the goaltending has been
strong for Acadia with Steve Taphair
carrying most qf the load. Taphair is
6-3-1 with a 3.78 goals against average.
Fred Scambati is expected to start
Friday's game. Scambati -has a 5.17
goals against average and is 2-0-1
overall. Sgambati recently led the
Axemen to an overtime victory.
Strickland is again leading the team
in scoring. He has 8 goals and 10
First Annual
Power /Weight Lifting
Championship
This Sunday, Nov 22, at 10a.m. in the pit of
the Memorial Gym. Weigh-in for competitors
will begin at 9 a.m. and competition will begin
at O.
Sponsored by the Hilltop Health Club
assists for Acadia. Wood has seven
goals with seven assist and Gallagher
had six goals and seven assists before
being injured.
Wells said key defensemen for the
Axemen will be Doug Irwin and Mark
Hannemen.
The only common opponent for the
two temas was the University of New
Brunswick. Maine lost to UNB,, 6-.5.
Acadia defeated them 8-3.
The weekend games are scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. starts at Alfond Arena,
Friday and Saturday.
Maine hockey
schedule
Nov. 20
21
28
Dec.2
5
8
12
30-31
Jan. 5
9
12
14
16
20
23
26
29
30
Feb. 4
6
13
16
20
23
27
Mar. 2
Acadia 7:30
Acadia 7:30
Princeton 7:10
New Hampshire 7:30
Nary ard 7:30
at Boston College 7:30
at Boston University 7:30
at Auld Lang Sync Classic'
Providence 7:30
Colgate 7:30
at Dartmouth 7:30
R.P.I. 7:30
Boston University 7:30
at Northeastern 7:30
Vermont 7:30
at Colby 7:30
at Clarkson 7:30
at St. Lawrence 7:30
at Yale 7:30
at Providence 2:00
Northeastern 7:30
Boston College • 7:30
at Cornell 2:00
at Bowdoin 7:00
at New Hampshire 7:00
Brown 7:30
'Auld Lang Sync Classic (at Hanover
Dec. 30 Maine vs, Vermont 4:00
30 Dartmouth vs. UNH 7:00
31 Consolation 4:00
31 Championship 7:00
Catch all the
sports action
in the Daily
Maine
Campus
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Wood Burning
Safe('
.,
Wood related fires have
increased 60 percent over
the past two years.
This program will explore
the major points on how to
use wood safely. 
A
TIME: 12 noon
DATE: November 22, 1981
WAB1 — TV Channel 5
Produced by The Public
Information Office Directed by
Henry Nevison
Arguello to defend title against Elizondo
LAS VEGAS, NEV. (AP)- Alter
going 14 rounds before knocking out
Ray "Boom Boom" Mancini less than
seven weeks ago, World Boxing
Council lightweight champion Alexis
Arguello figured it was time to take a
vacation before making his next title
defense.
Instead, the Nicaraguan native
barely had a chance to catch his breath
before promoters matched him for a
fight Saturday against once-beaten
Roberto Elizondo in what will be
Arguello's 18th career title defense.
"I wanted to take a 10-day vacation
with my wife, but they called and asked
us to fight," the soft-spoken Arguello
said. "But this is my job and I have to
make the money now. There is plenty
of time for other things later."
Arguello, who at the age of 29 is only
one of six boxers to hold titles in three
different weight divisions, says he has
been able to withstand the rigors of his
13-year ring career only because he
always is in shape.
Los Angeles
coach
replaced
LOS ANGELES AP-Los Angeles
Lakers Coach Paul Westhead, who
was blasted Wednesday night by star
Earvin "Magic" Johnson, was fired
Thursday by team owner Jerry Buss.
Buss named former coach and star
player Jerry Wast to head the offense
for the lakers, with a co-coach, Pat
Riley, handling the defense in a unique
National Basketball Association
situation.
Buss claimed the outburst of the 22-
year-old Johnson had nothing to do
with his decision. "Obviously it was a
difficult decision for us. There is no
way to criticize anybody. I was
disappointed in not seeing an exciting
team once again. This started after the
first or second game."
Buss, whose team won the NBA title
in 1980, with Johnson the catalyst, said
the latter's outburst was unfortunate in
its timing.
This summer, Buss signed Johnson
to a SI million per year contract,
starting in the 1984-85 season. After
his playing days, he would become part
of the millionaire Buss' organization.
Buss also had signed Westhead to a
four-year contract in 1980 and said he
would live up to the terms of the
agreement.
"He and I separated on good
terms," the Lakers' owner said. "I will
live up to all contracts I have signed."
He also indicated that Westhead
might have a job in the various Buss
interprises.
The owner said that West, an All-
Star guard who coached the Lakers for
three years starting in 1976, would be
in complete charge of the offense.
"I think Pat and Jerry have to sit
down and decide what their relative
responsibilities are," Buss said.
The owner said he talked to Johnson
on Thursday, but it had nothing to do
with his outburst in Salt Lake City,
when the player said, "I can't play here
anymore. I want to leave. I want to be
traded."
"Boxing is a tough business and
each fight of my life is tough," he said.
"But 1 take good care of myself and
that's the only way a boxer can
continue."
Now living in Coral Gables, Fla.,
Arguello says that he, like fine wine,
has gotten better with age.
"I feel better than ever before," he.
said. "I wish I had the strength and
ability I have now when I was 18."
Arguello, who sports an impressive
72-4 record, lost his first bid for a title
when he dropped a 15-round decision
to Ernesto Marcel for the World
Boxing Association featherweight
crown in February 1974.
But that was the last time he was to
lose a championship bout. Arguello
took the featherweight crown later that
year from Ruben Olivares, defended it
four times and then moved up in
weight to take the WBC junior
lightweight crown from Alfredo
Escalero in January 1978.
He captured his current title with a
15-round decision over James Watt in
London and went a tough 14 rounds
against Mancini in his first lightweight
defense.
Elizondo, 22-1 with 17 knockouts, is
the No. 3-ranked contender by the
WBC and has won his last 15 bouts.
He last fought in March when he
knocked out Roberto Torres in the
third round of their fight in Los
Angeles.
The fight from the Showboat Hotel
will be televised by CBS beginning
about 4:20 p.m. EST.
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take on
the challenge...
realize
the future
The Challenge
Imagination, courage. leadership and
engineering expertise of the highest order...
these are the traits you need to meet the
challenge of our technology Our leader-
ship position at the forefront of commercial
nuclear power systems will provide you with
unique professional experience
The Commitment
General Public Utilities created an inde-
pendent organization. GPU Nuclear, to
centralize its nuclear capability and
provide safer. more reliable generation of
electricity with nuclear energy. GPU Nuclear
has the strongest commitment to the
flawless safety of our plants.
GPU
The Opportunity
GPU Nuclear is responsible for the operation
of Oyster Creek Nuclear Station in New
Jersey, start-up and recovery of two Three
Mile island units located in Middletown.
Pennsylvania; and an off-site design and
engineering group in Parsippany, New
Jersey We offer you: • Top benefits • Ad-
vanced educational opportunities and a
chance to live in beautiful North Central
New Jersey, the New Jersey Shore or the
Pennsylvania Dutch Country.
We are seeking entry level and experienced
professionals in the following categories
• Mechanical • Nuclear
• Electrical • Health Physics/
• Chemical Radiation Protection
For more information about job opportuni-
ties at GPU Nuclear, fill out the coupon
below and send it to: J. Troebliger, P.O. Box
480. Middletown, PA 17057. We seek men
and women from aH ethnic backgrounds
and the handicapped.
Nuclear
GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION
will be on campus
December 10, 1981
GPU Nuclear
GENERAL PUEit IC UTILITIES CORPORATION
NAME
DEGREE SCHOOL
HOME ADDRESS
SPECIALIZATION
J Troebliger
P0 Box /80
Middletown Pa 17057
PHONE NO
